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Data analysis software, simple statistics, …

visualization



Tools for experts…

visualization
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FloTree, Harvard Life on Earth Project
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Data analysis software, simple statistics, …

visualization



Tools for experts…

visualization



DO THESE 
VISUALIZATIONS 
HAVE VALUE?
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WHY DO WE ASK THIS QUESTION?

…but first….
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When do we judge the value of visualizations?

• Reviewer
– Is this worth publishing?

• Funding agency
– Is this worth investing in?

• Advisor to students or companies
– Is this worth developing further?

• Designer
– Is this an idea worth pursuing?

• Customer
– Is this worth buying

• Viewer
– Should I keep looking at this?

• …
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HOW HAS THIS
QUESTION BEEN 
ANSWERED?
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Benefits of visualization

AMPLIFICATION OF COGNITION

• expand human working memory
– offload cognitive resources to the visual system,

• reduce search
– by representing a large amount of data in a small 

space,

• enhance the recognition of patterns
– by making them visually explicit

• aid monitoring of a large number of potential 
events

• provides a manipulable medium & allows 
exploration of a space of parameter values.

1999



TRUST
• Theoretical benefits exist

• To what extent can we trust that they 
apply?
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 See also: An Empire Built On Sand:
Reexamining What We Think We Know About Visualization
Robert Kosara, Beliv 2016
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VISUALIZATIONS ARE NOT GOOD BY DEFINITION
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DATA

SPECIFICATION

Icons: Mysitemyway

KNOWLEDGE
dK / dt

EXPLORATION
dS / dt
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VALUE

• knowledge gain
• # users
• # usage sessions

• costs
• intial development costs
• initial costs per user (e.g. learning its use)
• initial costs per session (e.g. setup)
• perception & exploration costs

…the exact formula: F = nm (W (dK) – Cs – kCe) – Ci - nCu

Factors influencing



Technological perspective on Visualization

Vis = a collection of methods, techniques, and tools developed and applied to 
satisfy a need

 Visualization has to be  EFFECTIVE and

EFFICIENT
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A great visualization method is used by many people, 
who use it routinely to obtain highly valuable knowledge, 
while having to spend little time and money on hardware, 
software, and effort. 

And also, no alternatives that are more cost-effective 
should be available.
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VISUALIZATION VALUE =

A holistic ability to convey a true 
understanding of the data
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VALUE =

TIME + INSIGHT + ESSENCE + CONFIDENCE
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EVALUATION
IN VISUALIZATION

In the mean time: the rise of



EVALUATION AS A WAY TO SHOW VALUE

In the following I will use the term…
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FOR NOW: EVALUATION IN VIS

an assessment of a visualization or its context of use, including:

• a multitude of methods / methodologies

• at any point in the development cycle

 not just with participants
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LOOKED AT ~ 581 SciVis PAPERS
& 8 evaluation scenarios

ONLY 12 PAPERS WITHOUT EVAL

http://goo.gl/CGswy

~98%
2013
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SIGNIFICANT TEMPORAL TRENDS
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Isenberg et al.: Visualization as Seen Through its Research Paper Keywords



PCS submission keyword categories for InfoVis 2019
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PCS individual submission keywords, InfoVis 2019
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SHOULD EVERY PAPER
INCLUDE EVALUATION?

Current discussions…

tyranny





“would a user study, which is often small,
over-simplified, and assessing relatively
unimportant aspects of a system really
convince you of its quality?”



MY POINT OF VIEW

we need to focus on establishing the value of our work

instead of dismissing user studies:

take a wider view on evaluation

embrace a larger set of validation methods

work on new and improved methods

consider a broad range of value metrics



COMMON VALUE METRICS

• Efficiency
– Time to x…

– Memorability

• Effectiveness
– Correctness of answers / decisions

– Knowledge / insights gained

• Subjective metrics
– Usefulness

– Usability

– Satisfaction

– Preference

– Confidence in answers / decisions
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WHICH VALUE 
METRICS WE ARE 
MISSING?
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DATA 
PHYSICALIZATIONS
“A data physicalisation (or simply physicalization) is a physical artifact 

whose geometry or material properties encode data”

Yvonne Jansen, Pierre Dragicevic, Petra Isenberg, Jason Alexander, Abhijit Karnik, Johan Kildal, Sriram 
Subramanian, Kasper Hornbæk. Opportunities and Challenges for Data Physicalization. CHI 2015 -
Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. ACM, 2015.
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HEDONIC QUALITIES

the aspects of a user interface that appeal to a person’s desire of pleasure and 
avoidance of boredom and discomfort. The aspects that are fun, original, interesting, 
engaging, and cool. A positive subjective experience.

http://www.usabilityfirst.com/glossary/hedonic-quality/
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Max Perutz ~1968: 
Constructing the hemoglobin molecule
via: tinyurl.com/physvis
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by Neil Fraser ‘08 via: tinyurl.com/physvis & infosthetics.com
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“eating my (edibilized) academic record means
That I have accepted, understood, and digested 
the results. I have turned the past into nutrition 
for the future, and now I can let it go!” 



DATA SCULPTURES
“data-driven artifacts [...] built by artists and designers who seek to elicit emotions 
and convey meaning beyond mere data.”

Yvonne Jansen, Pierre Dragicevic, Petra Isenberg, Jason Alexander, Abhijit Karnik, Johan Kildal, Sriram Subramanian, Kasper Hornbæk. 
Opportunities and Challenges for Data Physicalization. CHI 2015 - Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing 
Systems. ACM, 2015.



Grewingk Glacier
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https://www.adriensegal.com/grewingk-glacier



What is the value of an accurate 
melting representation of a glacier?

Do people understand the data more 
quickly?

Does it allow for correct reading of 
data?

What is the knowledge gain?
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Responses

61

“Audiences often gasp when the ice collapses and begins to disappear”

“Viewers often express a desire to touch it to feel the cold”

Feeling of personal connection to changes 
that occur in the natural landscape



62Would reactions to this visual representation be the same?



CHEMO SINGING BOWL

63Sonification.com



64Sonification.comhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oob8zENYt0g



65Sonification.com

“it sounds exactly as I imagine to have sounded 
while having chemo! It’s painful to experience it, 
but quite accurate – the sound is dry and heavy, 
without much resonance, just like I felt!” 
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Orbacles
(http://minnlab.squarespace.com/orbacles/)
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HOW DO WE PLACE VALUE ON DATA 
REPRESENTATIONS THAT ENGAGE PEOPLE ON A 

PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL LEVEL?
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MEANWHILE IN HCI…
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USABILITY

70

USER EXPERIENCE
Effectiveness
Efficiency
Learnability
Error prevention
Memorability

Satisfaction
Enjoyment
Pleasure
Fun
Value

Focused Holistic
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. . . user experience goals differ from the more 
objective usability goals in that they
are concerned with how users experience an 
interactive product from their perspective rather than 
assessing how useful or productive a system is from 
its own perspective. (Preece et al. 2002, p. 19)
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Tangible Uis
Mixed evidence on user 
performance and learning

High on user experience

SandScape device installed in the Children's Creativity Museum in San Francisco

http://tangible.media.mit.edu/project/sandscape/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Children's_Creativity_Museum


Emotional qualities of experience are part of 
sensemaking and integral to our process of 
understanding
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MEANWHILE IN PSYCHOLOGY…
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In most circumstances, positive affect 

enhances problem solving and decision 

making, leading to cognitive processing 

that is not only flexible, innovative, and 

creative, but also thorough and efficient. 



IN ART…

As one of the artists at Dagstuhl put it…
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Representing information in the realm of the physical 
increases accessibility of the embedded information to the 
user and enhances the ability to have an engaging experience 
by enhancing perceptual, affective, and cognitive responses.
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it would be appropriate to just enjoy the creativity 
and beauty of projects like this, to quietly mourn 
the people behind the data, and to think about 
what the future of gun legislation should be



MEANWHILE IN VISUALIZATION…
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Neutral analysis is not the only 
important task in life. […] there are often 
valid reasons to want to change the way 
people think and it may be that much of 
the value of visualization comes from 
its ability to change attitudes.



Values of Visualizations in the Digital Humanities
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Values of Visualization in Digital Humanities

• An aesthetic provocation to promote critical interpretation

• A speculative process that advances all disciplines involved

• A mediator that fuels an open-ended participatory discourse 
between disciplines.
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Expressions of value in survey of urban population

• Straight forward visual encodings (ability to quickly extract gist)

• Relatability
Well [GraphJ] obviously gets me because I drink and smoke.”
P30, 25-34 year old, some high school but no diploma

• Social Framing: Will this help other people?
“I ranked them based on the fact that I am a [school] principal and [which graphs] I 
would be wanting to show to my kids and parents; It was based on the information 
that’s provided, and then also the appeal; the visual aspect of it and what is going 
to engage them” – P31, 35-44 year old, postgraduate degree

• Trust in data / sources
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Values of Constructing Visualizations
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Values for the Participants

• Insights

• (Re-)interpretation of the data in personal context

• Trigger for reminiscing about represented events

• Motivation and development of actionable strategies

• Contemplation of one’s character, values, and attitudes
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Questions that follow from expanded values…

If affect, experiences, and emotion are an important part of 
decision making & understanding – can we influence them?

If yes, how can we study the effects of encodings that are meant 
to elicit certain reactions?
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92

Our results show a validated 
relationship between affect, perceptual 
color properties (hue, chroma and 
lightness), and palette composition for 
the eight categories we measured.



WHAT REMAINS TO 
BE DONE?
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EVALUATION
METRICS

VALUE 
METRICS



V = C + E (A, P, I , S)

C: Creativity = introduction of new ideas

E: Engagement = ability to engage through

A: affective engagement
P: physical engagement
I:  intellectual engagement
S: social engagement
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WE NEED BROADER
VALUE MODELS
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F = nm (W (dK) – Cs – kCe) – Ci - nCu

V = I + C + E + T

V = C + E (A, P, I , S)



WE NEED TO (STILL) WORK ON METHODS TO 
ASSESS BROADER VALUE
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USABILITY STUDY

USER STUDY

CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT

ETHNOGRAPHIC OBSERVATION

…



WE NEED TO GO BEYOND EFFECTIVENESS & 
EFFICIENCY & KNOWLEDGE GAIN
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Implications for BioVis?

• Are you interested in correct analysis tools?
effectiveness & efficiency is an important value for you

 knowledge / insight gain also

• Do you want to communicate your results?
 do you need to convince, engage, reach broad audiences?

 here other values come into play

• Do you want to achieve follow-up action, personal reflection, discussion, …
 Consider eliciting engagements beyond quick & efficient interactions
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Limitations & Future Work

• I left out a lot of literature

– In psychology

– In HCI (e.g. all of Ubicomp)

– In Visualization (much ongoing work in studying engagement)

– Vis-in-the-wild (e.g. the racing bar charts phenomenon, Hans Rosling, …)

– … (probably a lot more, tell me!)

• BUT I am happy to

– continue discussions

– see more concrete and crazier formulas 

– see more papers on value metrics at Beliv 2020
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